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Abstract 
This paper addresses the problem of the minimal presence of 
activity-based science in the intermediate grades. The 
author presents a project integrating a hands-on science 
curriculum. Students at the fourth-grade level were given 
demonstrations and activities in the area of science. 
Discussions, written assignments, readings, listening 
activities, and reports were correlated with hands-on 
activities in the development of an integrated curriculum. 
This qualitative study lasted the school year and was 
evaluated by use of the teacher's ongoing journal and 
student-submitted evaluations of the curriculum at the close 
of the study. The author found the project produced 
positive results in stimulating discussion, critical 
thinking, and student involvement. The author concludes 
that such a curriculum is beneficial because it elevates an 
often neglected, yet stimulating, curriculum and integrates 
it into the language arts curriculum which occupies a great 
deal of student/teacher time and effort. 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter One will cover the merit of activity-based 
science and will introduce the rationale for integrating 
activity-based science with the language arts curriculum. 
statement of Problem 
At the elementary level, science as a subject area is 
often minimized and neglected in regard to time allotted to 
the subject and the amount of opportunities for 
experimentation for the students. 
As many elementary teachers will readily agree, science 
is one of the most neglected subject areas in the curricula. 
Science, when taught, must take a back seat to the 
mathematics and language arts powerhouses. Furthermore, 
science taught from an activity-based, inquiry and discovery 
oriented approach is taught even less (Stefanich, 1992, 
Mullis & Jenkins, 1988). 
The anomaly is that science can be a high interest 
subject for children. Activity-based science offers not 
only great interest for the student but a wealth of research 
backing its merit for the learner. 
Three federally supported science projects have become 
the focus of research on participatory science. The 
projects, Elementary Science Study (ESS), Science Curriculum 
Improvement Study (SCIS), and Science--A Process Approach 
(SAPA) were designed to implement an activity-based, 
participatory science method in the curriculum. Shymansky, 
Kyle, and Alport (1982, 1983) conducted a comprehensive 
survey on the effectiveness of these science curricula. 
When the cumulative results of the research were considered, 
students in the activity-based curricula outperformed 
students in the traditional, textbook-based classrooms on 
every criterion measured. 
Bredderman (1982) reported (based on meta-analysis) that, 
"on the average, children in activity-based science programs 
performed 20 percentile units higher than did comparison 
students" (p. 39) on science process skills. In nine 
studies the activity-based students outperformed the 
comparison students by an average 10 percentile gain in 
logic development. Eleven studies showed an average 9 
percentile gain in language development, and seven studies 
showed an average 5 percentile gain in math. Students who 
were disadvantaged, academically, economically, or both, 
gained more from the activity-based programs than those who 
were not disadvantaged. 
Creativity was a focus of a comparison among students 
using project vs. textbook programs in a study done by 
Davis, Raymond, Rawls, and Jordan (1976). Students who 
participated in the hands-on curriculum scored higher on the 
creativity test and showed more verbal fluency and 
flexibility than students in a traditional curriculum. 
Data gathered by Kyle, Bonnstetter, McCloskey, and Fults 
(1985) showed students preferring science that emphasizes 
inquiry and process. Additionally, "[o]ver 75 percent of 
SCIS [hands-on] students find that science is fun, exciting, 
and interesting and that it fosters a feeling of curiosity" 
(Kyle, Bonnstetter, McCloskey, & Fults, 1985, p. 40). 
In addition to achievement measures, attitudes of 
children in hands-on curricula improved toward science. 
Students wished they had more time for science, realized 
that their inquiries helped develop a feeling of success, 
and found science to be of use in their daily lives and the 
future (Kyle, Bonnstetter, & Gadsen, 1988). 
In spite of all the research highlighting the merits of a 
process approach to science, the approach is not often 
implemented. Indeed, science taught by any method was down 
to 29 minutes a day in grades 4 - 6 (Mullis and Jenkins, 
1988). Bredderman (1983) found students that had activity 
based programs lost their distinction from the control 
groups after they returned to traditional science programs 
during their middle school years. 
Statement of Purpose-
In light of the above research, this paper will address 
the questions: Can a hands-on science curriculum be given 
extended, priority time by integrating it with the language 
arts curriculum? Will such an integration enhance student 
learning and enjoyment of language arts and science? 
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In Chapter Two of this study literature related to 
science education will be explored. Whole language and 
integrated approaches are examined as they relate to 
integrating science with language arts. Chapter Three 
describes the method used to integrate science and language 
arts. Objectives for the study are given. A description of 
the subjects and setting of the study is given. Chapter 
Four of the study analyzes the effect of the study using the 
researcher'S journal and student evaluations given at the 
conclusion of the study. Chapter Five relates areas for 
further research, limitations of the study, and an overall 
review of how well the study fulfilled its objectives. 
Definition of Common Terms 
Hands on science - an activity-based approach to teaching 
science in which the students are involved in direct 
exploration and manipUlation of their environment. 
Experimentation with the use of laboratory equipment is also 
utilized. 
Integration - the blending of two or more subject areas in a 
curriculum. Integration of subject areas is utilized 
because of the practical working interrelations among all 
subject areas in everyday life. 
Basal approach - a curricular approach based on a general 
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belief that learning skills can be isolated into very basic 
units and that a step by step achievement of mastery of each 
individual unit will eventually lead to overall mastery in a 
given subject area. Textbooks, workbooks, and objective 
based tests are the basic tools used to implement this 
approach. 
Whole language approach - a curricular approach based on the 
belief that language skills such as reading and writing can 
best be learned in a language rich environment similar to 
the one that leads to the natural development of effective 
oral language skills. Reading aloud to students, the use of 
high interest trade books, listening centers, silent 
reading, student authoring, reading partners, and student 
oral and written expression opportunities are the basic 
tools used to implement this approach. 
CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Chapter Two will examine research relating the need for 
science reform, student interest in science, trends in the 
science curricula, and whole-language and integrated 
approaches to teaching. A research basis will be given for 
the concept of integrating activity-based science and 
language arts as a means of capitalizing on student interest 
in the area and achieving called-for reforms in the science 
curricula. 
Literature Related to the Science Education Reform Movement 
Recent research projects have detailed the need for 
reform in science education. The American Association for 
the Advancement of Science has initiated Project 2061, 
designed to help the nation achieve scientific literacy. 
Project 2061 is based on convictions that 
••• children need and deserve a basic education in 
science, mathematics, and technology that prepares 
them to live interesting and productive lives ••• ; U. 
S. schools have yet to act decisively enough in 
preparing young people ••• for a world shaped by science 
and technology ••• ; [and] [s]weeping changes in the 
entire educational system for kindergarten through 
twelfth grade will have to be made if the united 
States is to become a nation of scientifically 
literate citizens (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1989, p. 
204). 
Project 2061 and the National Committee on Science 
Education Standards and Assessment (National Research 
Council, 1993) stress the need for enhanced education in a 
changing world increasingly reliant on technologies. Both 
papers stress that the need for students' active, hands-on 
engagement with their environment is at the heart of 
learning science. 
Mullis and Jenkins (1988) reported on trends and 
achievement based on the 1986 National Assessment. Trends 
in science education included science instruction dominated 
by books and rare use of experimentation. They stated, "The 
NAEP data support a growing body of literature urging 
fundamental reforms in science education--reforms in which 
students learn to use the tools of science to better 
understand the world that surrounds them" (p. 17). 
Students' Interest in Science 
While researchers have emphasized the need for enhanced 
science education, students have expressed their interest in 
science as a subject area. Luttrell and Crocker (1990) 
studied 1605 third through sixth graders in a Texas school 
district and found that over 50% of the students rated 
science as their first or second favorite subject. 
Interestingly, of the teachers polled, more considered 
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science as their least favorite subject than the combined 
number of those who chose science as their first or second 
favorite subject. 
A study in Utah detailed 1,885 upper elementary and 
secondary students' likes and dislikes about science. 
Ninety percent of the elementary students responded with "a 
love of the outdoors"; 71% said they liked to see things 
live and grow. Also, important to the students was the 
opportunity to set up experiments and work with equipment 
(Lazarowitz, Baird, & Allman, 1985). 
Current Science Curricula 
Science is often relegated to a relatively unimportant, 
filler subject, its time made scarce by mathematics and 
reading. These factors are often aggravated by teachers' 
lack of preparation to teach science, a lack of confidence 
in teaching science, and the basic lack of equipment and 
materials in schools for teaching process science. 
(Schoenberger & Russell, 1986). 
In a report based on the 1986 National Assessment, Mullis 
and Jenkins (1988) reported teachers spending an average 29 
minutes per day teaching science in grades 4 - 6, the 
greatest amount of time given to teaching reading. 
Despite research supporting activities-oriented science, 
a study of more than a thousand Iowan teachers surveyed in 
1980 and more than a thousand in 1987 showed a decline in 
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the amount of time given to hands-on science in the daily 
curriculum (Stefanich, 1992). At the fourth grade level the 
percentage of teachers that devoted 21-50% of their science 
time to hands-on activities dropped from 44.7% to 26.4%. 
The percentage of fourth-grade teachers who devoted 51-80% 
of their science time to hands-on activities dropped from 
23.5% to 5.4% in the same period (Stefanich, 1992, p. 15). 
Barman (1992) reported on research indicating that the 
majority of elementary schools in the United States are 
using science textbooks and that reading and memorizing 
science terms is the primary activity in most textbook-
oriented science. Accountability measured by standardized 
tests tends to perpetuate this trend. Barman noted that by 
" ..• limiting science instruction to reading and 
memorization, students do not receive the maximum academic 
benefit from this discipline" (p. 59). Improvement in 
modern science textbooks that includes a whole language 
approach and suggested hands-on activities is a positive 
trend. Expanding beyond the textbook presents even greater 
possibilities for learning. 
While the study of science can help develop reading 
skills and strengthen the logical processes necessary for 
content reading (Wellman, 1978), a use of trade books and 
associated literature can enliven science content reading 
capitalizing on the intriguing aspects of science and 
minimizing the product skills of facts and memorization 
associated with textbook reading. 
Whole Language and Integrated Approaches 
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Researchers have noted the benefits of a whole language 
literature based approach to reading (Bader, Veatch, & 
Eldredge, 1987; Balajthy, 1991; Cohen, 1968; Larrick, 1987). 
The literature of science (see Appendix A) when integrated 
into the reading portion of the day derives the benefit of a 
literature based reading program and an expanded time period 
for science. Hands-on science can also give the young 
reader a working background of practical information giving 
meaning to reading content areas that might be impossible to 
understand from a purely process approach to reading 
(Manolakes, 1989). 
Larrick (1987) described a public school in New York City 
in which kindergarten students were exposed to a language 
rich environment using library books instead of the basal 
reader and workbooks. By the end of the year all 225 
students (80 percent of which could speak no English upon 
entry) could read their dictated stories. School officials 
looked so favorably upon this progress-that they made a 
commitment to extend the program through the sixth grade. 
The following year 60 percent of the first graders were 
reading on or above grade level. 
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Story reading was the experimental variable used in a 
study described by Cohen (1968). "Seven elementary schools 
in New York City, designated by the Board of Education as 
Special Service Schools because of their academic 
retardation, low socio-economic population and high 
percentage of ethnic and racial minorities, became the 
setting for this research" (p. 209). Twenty classes yeilded 
post-test data for 285 second grade children. Using the 
Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test the experimental group 
experienced significant increases in Word Knowledge and 
Reading Comprehension, there was no significant difference 
in Word Discrimination. Using the Free Association 
Vocabulary Test the experimental group experienced a 
significant increase in vocabulary over the control group. 
The experimental treatment was based on reading aloud to 
children from 50 carefully selected children's trade picture 
books, followed with meaning related activities. 
Tunnell and Jacobs (1989) described several more current 
studies yeilding similar results. 
In experiments with 27 second grade classrooms in four 
Utah school districts the use of children's literature to 
teach children to read had a strong effect upon students' 
achievement and interest in reading--much greater than the 
traditional basal approach (Bader, Veatch, and Eldredge, 
1987). 
In Lazarowitz, Baird, & Allman's (1985) previously 
mentioned study of 1,885 upper elementary and secondary 
students' likes and dislikes about science, their dislikes 
included the teacher's overuse of the textbook and 
difficulty of the material. The literature of science in 
trade books and magazines avails a wealth of material to 
enrich a whole language approach to science. 
Romance and vitale (1992) engaged in a year-long study 
using science based reading strategies to expand the time 
for in-depth science instruction in grade four. The 
district-adopted basal reading program was replaced by a 
curriculum integrating science process skills and hands-on 
activities with science-content reading. The study 
investigated the effect of such a curriculum on student 
achievement, attitudes, and self-confidence in both science 
and reading after the school year. Three intact fourth-
grade classes used the time formerly devoted to reading and 
science to create one expanded block of time for in-depth 
science teaching. Four intact fourth-grade classes in a 
demographically comparable school served as controls. 
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The Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) was used to compare 
reading scores, ann The Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) 
was used to compare science achievement. Attitude and self-
confidence measures consisted of criterion-referenced banks 
of item formats. The experimental group of students 
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performed significantly better than the controls in both 
reading and science, with the MAT science achievement being 
almost one grade-equivalent higher than the control group. 
The expanded-science group also displayed more positive 
attitudes toward learning science activities, both in and 
out of school, and greater self-confidence in learning 
science (p. 550). The experimental group students displayed 
more positive attitudes toward reading in school, however, 
attitude toward reading and self-confidence toward reading 
out of school were found to be the same for both groups 
(Romance & Vitale, 1992). 
Researchers urge reform in science education, and 
integration of hands-on science with language arts presents 
one prospect of a reform that can bring positive results to 




Chapter Three will describe objectives and procedures for 
the integrated curriculum. The subjects and the setting of 
the study will be described. 
In this qualitative study an integrated science/ language 
arts curriculum was implemented in an attempt to capitalize 
on the benefits that research has shown can be derived from 
hands-on science. Because activity-based science is often a 
high interest subject area at this level, and because 
language arts can sometimes devolve into an isolated "skill 
and drill" process approach in which language is broken down 
into components instructed and drilled upon individually, 
the two subjects were integrated in an attempt to give 
greater depth to the science portion of the day and greater 
life to the language arts time. 
The overall objectives of the study were: 
1. Elevate science from a position as "tagged on at the 
end of the day, taught when time permits," to an 
expanded, preferential language arts position. 
2. Restructure the science lessons to include high 
interest books, magazines, media materials, teacher 
demonstrations, and hands-on experiences for the 
students. Bring the students lessons that will bear 
practical and personal application on their lives. 
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3. Integrate this science method into the language arts 
curriculum. 
Specific objectives designed to fulfill the overall 
objectives were: 
1. The teacher will perform bi-weekly science 
demonstrations. These demonstrations will be brief 
"attention-getters" designed to elicit curiosity and 
discussion concerning the principle at hand. 
Students will be challenged to predict the outcome, 
describe the reasons for the actual outcome, and 
participate when possible. 
2. The students will be involved in one cooperative 
activity per week, combining hands-on and 
cooperative learning methods. 
3. The students will usually have one homework activity 
per week that is activity-based. This will involve 
using various household items to perform an activity 
that will illustrate scientific principles. 
4. The students will prepare a major project each 
quarter. These projects will include: 
a. Building a bridge that will be tested for 
carrying capacity. 
b. Designing and constructing an "egg holder" to 
be dropped from various heights to test its 
ability to cushion the egg from breaking. 
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c. Designing and building a kite. 
d. Building a four wheeled vehicle and testing its 
speed on an incline. 
5. The students will read one article a week from such 
magazines as Ranger Rick, 3-2-1 Contact, National 
Geographic World, Odyssey, etc. 
6. The students will be assigned library books and 
reports from science related areas twice per month. 
7. The television series Voyage of the Mimi will be 
used because of its high interest, environmentally 
important content. 
8. The teacher will use learning centers to give 
students a chance to spend more time with activities 
that lend themselves to hands-on, explorative 
learning. 
9. The teacher will set up a separate listening center 
in which students can both read and listen to 
science related literature. 
10. The teacher will set up a separate reading center 
with science books that students can -read during 
free periods. 
11. The class will participate in an ongoing garden 
project and will implement a composting program to 
fertilize the garden. 
In essence, the above objectives and procedures were 
designed to present a curriculum alive with elements that 
might stimulate students because of its high interest, 
meaningful content. 
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This paper will discuss the implementation of such an 
integration of science and language arts on a fourth-grade 
level. The writer, who conducted the experiment, is a 
fourth-grade teacher at a elementary school in Jacksonville, 
Florida. The school of approximately 1700 kindergarten 
through fifth-grade students draws from a largely middle 
class district. The author used his self-contained (except 
for art, music, and physical education) class of 
approximately 30-students for the experiment (some 
fluctuation in class size did occur throughout the year 
because of transfers). The class yielded post-study 
evaluations from 27 students: 10 white males, 13 white 
females, two black males, and two black females. The 
project lasted an entire school year. Science was brought 
to language arts to augment, not replace, the basal texts 
(see Appendix B) used at this level. An ongoing qualitative 
assessment and evaluation of students' attitudes and 
productivity under this project was kept in the form of a 
journarby the teacher. In an interest inventory (see 
Appendix C) given the students at the beginning of the 
school year the students designated art as their favorite 
subject and the subject with which they would like to spend 
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more time. Science was rated as the least favorite subject. 
The interest inventory was not administered at the end of 
the study; however, the students were asked to analyze and 
evaluate the teaching method. These evaluations were 
submitted by the students and can be found in Chapter Four. 
An outline for the year was made to be a procedural guide 
in the writer's attempt to fulfill the objectives for the 
integrated curriculum (see Appendix D). It was the author's 
intention that the demonstrations and hands-on activities 
stimulate the students to engage in extended oral language 
development in the discussion and analysis of the principles 
behind these activities. A homework activity (almost every 
Thursday) was designed to take these critical thinking and 
oral language skills one step further into written 
expression analyzing a topic related to the activities. The 
written expression activity availed an opportunity for 
concept development in paragraphing skills. 
The ongoing listening and reading centers were set up to 
develop reading skills in a more natural approach--reading 
books of high interest and pursuing the literature of 
science that held personal appeal. 
The bimonthly science library book reports were designed 
as an opportunity for students to extend their language 
development further as this could be used as an ongoing 
homework assignment. Specific books or topic areas were not 
required. Student interest in topic area was desired. 
Although the science book reports were assigned on a bi-
monthly basis, the students had only one week to read their 
books and prepare the report as book reports in other 
content areas such as social studies were assigned in 
alternating weeks. 
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It was the writer's intent that a strong, interactive 
science curriculum spark interest in and lead to the 
development of language arts skills. He wanted the students 
to develop oral language skills during and after the 
demonstrations by predicting outcomes and hypothesizing 
explanations and reasons for observed phenomena. He desired 
a kind of real-life discussion forum that is sometimes lost 
in a classroom and that can easily devolve into a skill and 
drill routine. 
The writer desired to set up a language rich classroom in 
which students could follow up on their curiosity by reading 
and discussing the subjects that were touched on. For 
example, an interactive audio-visual lesson on the 
continental drift theory elicited a great deal of discussion 
and questions after the presentation. Readings in the life 
science area stimulated many students' encounters with 
animals and brought out interesting observations and 
questions from the students. In essence, he wanted to set 
up an outline that would enable him to organize and plan 
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activities and demonstrations that would keep the science 
curriculum dynamic throughout the year. He was able to use 
learning centers and media materials (including the Windows 





Chapter Four incudes an analysis of the effect of the 
study using the teacher's journal and student evaluations of 
the curriculum given at the conclusion of the study. 
As the writer reviewed the year and the project 
objectives, he saw many successes and failures. He was not 
able to fulfill all of the objectives. A smooth flowing 
year was not to be the order for the classroom: At the 
beginning of the year, because the school was extremely 
overpopulated, five classes, including the author's, were 
chosen to be transferred to a proximal school experiencing 
underpopulation. Shortly after the move the class received 
a new student whose extreme behavior problems required 
virtually all of the teacher's energies. The class did 
adjust to the move, relief was found regarding the behavior 
problem (the student moved), and the class was able to begin 
a routine. At the new school, the writer had a more limited 
media access as the resources were not as highly developed 
as at the original school. He was not able to use the 
Voyage of the ~mi series because reception was poor. These 
situations are, of course, realities of teaching, and the 
writer learned that if he kept driving forward and doing 
what he could do, there were positive results to be 
experienced. 
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To begin to give the reader an idea of how the year went, 
the journal that the writer kept follows. 
Teacher's Journal 
Integrating Science 
with the Language Arts Curriculum 
Tues. Sept. 8, 1992 
I received some very positive feedback today. We 
have been covering a unit on light and its refraction 
into the colors of the spectrum. This morning Jeannine 
G. related that she and her mother saw a rainbow and that 
she explained to her mother how a rainbow is made. This 
is the kind of feedback that I've really hoped to see 
with this kind of curriculum. It really makes teaching 
fun and stimulating. 
Wed., Sept. 8, 1992 
Today we read an article taken from Ranger Rick 
Magazine. As part of the integrated curriculum, I have 
set a goal to read one article per week from a 
science/nature type magazine with the children. It gives 
the students exposure to different reading materials. 
I'm hoping it will stimulate student interest in these 
areas covered. Often the stories covered in the readin~ 
text are fiction and seem to bear small relevance to the 
students' lives. 
Today's article was about the job of park rangers. 
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After we read the article together many students shared 
experiences they had with animals, particularly 
alligators and snapping turtles (in the article, a ranger 
was pictured capturing an alligator that was beginning to 
chase down people for their food). Because this interest 
was shown, I shall try to bring in some materials related 
to these animals. 
Fri., sept. 11, 1992 
Today, I gave an interest inventory regarding 
relative like or dislike of the subject areas. An 
interesting bit of information came out. Science (the 
subject I am trying to integrate into the Language Arts 
Curriculum) got the most tallies for the subject least 
liked by students. It will really be interesting to see 
if my effort this year will affect this. 
Another interesting observation: Art was by far the 
favorite subject of the students. Although most teachers 
sense this, we often don't tap into this interest area. 
I'm going to try to integrate art activities into my 
lesson plans. Art was also the leading subject that the 
students chose for desiring that the teacher spend more 
time with. 
Mon., Sept. 14, 1992 
Today we were able to continue some work with the 
subject of sharks. Halfway through a video on such we 
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stopped and had a discussion. It was interesting to hear 
the unusual stories: some students had acquaintances who 
had actually experienced attacks. 
After a reading story on Animal Look-a-Likes, one 
girl shared that alligators are able to determine the sex 
of their offspring by how deep they bury their eggs in 
the nests. [When the alligators' eggs are laid, the sex 
has not yet been set. Maleness or femaleness develops 
according to different temperatures, therefore, the depth 
of the eggs in the nest has an effect on determining the 
sex of offspring.] She also brought up some other 
questions or comments indicating some active thought 
about some of our lesson work. During the shark 
discussion she asked how a shark can determine if an 
animal is sick or wounded in order to attack it. These 
critical thinking questions are what make teaching 
worthwhile. 
We did an activity today on light & refraction. 
Using a glass of water we "changed the direction" of an 
arrow. One of my students who will hardly say a word 
asked a good question: "Why does a spoon turn you upside 
down (looking into a concave spoon will turn an image 
upside down)?" These are the kind of questions and 
inquisitive nature that I hope this way of teaching will 
stimulate. 
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Wed., Sept. 16, 1992 
I feel this morning was an encouraging time. Two of 
my students showed some comments, questions that 
indicated some critical thinking and stimulated thought. 
Chuck K. asked a very good question, "What is the 
inside of the moon like?" This was especially 
interesting and humorous coming from Chuck. As he is 
new, he has been very introverted, and pulling a comment 
out of him is like pulling teeth. On top of this, the 
context of the comment was humorous. Our class is on the 
verge of being transferred to another school. The news 
had just sunk home to parents and students, and we were 
involved in a very lively discussion, question, answer 
session about the move, when Chuck asked this question. 
Chuck also asked, in the midst of the same discussion 
session, why the ceiling (acoustical) had holes in it. 
Some good questions! 
Another little girl wanted to share about an "egg in 
the bottle" activity that her sister had performed for 
her. This is an activity I'd planned to do later in the 
year; perhaps I'll do it sooner when the interest is 
high. 
PM: We were able to view Voyage of the ~mi today 
with the class. This elicited a great discussion 
afterward. One student asked, "If whales are mammals, 
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and breathe air, why do they die if they're taken.out of 
water?" Another student asked, along similar lines, "If 
whales once lived on land and then went into the sea, why 
can't they be taken from the sea and live on land again?" 
These and other questions have stimulated me to want to 
research whales more, and I think it has also stimulated 
the students to want to do some reading. 
Fri., sept. 18, 1992 
This day I was able to set up a listening center. 
We started with a book on whales and dolphins. I hope 
this will be a helpful feature in including more whole 
language, student interest type materials. 
Mon., Sept. 21, 1992 
Today we discussed the listening center book on 
whales and dolphins. I was pleased with the retention 
level by some students. One student related a whales' 
echolocation ability to radar and described the discovery 
of radar. 
Tues., Sept. 22, 1992 
Began a unit on water tension yesterday. I 
demonstrated water tension letting water flow down a 
string at an angle~ Instead of flowing directly down to 
the floor, the water, because of the surface tension, 
followed the string to a bowl that caught the water. 
Followed that demonstration with a class activity 
today. The children worked in groups of three. Each 
group had a penny, an eyedropper, and some water. They 
were to predict how many drops of water would fit on a 
penny. then put the drops on and observe and record the 
results. 
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The students were all actively involved. They were 
excited to see that their predictions were very low, and 
made some good observations about water tension. Because 
student interest was high, I followed with a homework 
activity called "racing pepper." This activity was to 
further help them understand water tension. It also 
added the dimension of how to chemically break down water 
tension. I have been challenging them to try to figure 
out how their parents "overcome" water tension when they 
clean laundry. 
Wed., Sept. 23, 1992 
Today we discussed last night's water tension 
"racing pepper" activity. I could tell that student 
interest was high. Even my worst homework students 
(students who notoriously don't do homework) did this 
activity. This was very encouraging to me. Some kids 
even extended the activity and tried different materials 
in their experiments. (Yesterday, one group tested water 
tension's effect on both sides of their pennies, 
comparing the results--enough to make a scientist leap 
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for joy!) 
I have not been able to coordinate all of my 
activities into themes that fit smoothly together. I 
feel it is more important to do the high interest 
activities, just because they're interesting to the kids 
(and me), and I hope the kids will be able to join the 
pieces together somewhere down the line. 
Fri., Oct. 2, 1992 
Wow! What an incredible week. We were annexed to 
the new elementary school. I haven't done much with my 
curriculum project, but I'm happy the kids are moved, and 
pretty well adjusted. I've been able to set up 2 nice 
listening centers, though! This is even better than my 
other classroom had. We now also have a reading center 
where I've selected science books for the students to 
read. 
Mon. Oct. 5, 1992 
We began a small unit on sound today. I did a 
little demonstration on vibration with a ruler, and a 
good discussion on sound followed. I was really glad to 
see the questions and interaction start up again with the 
class. I've had to be so structured with them these last 
few days just to make the classroom move take place. 
Another breakthrough today! My student who rarely 
works in class and never voluntarily contributes to any 
regular lesson work, raised his hand and asked a 
question. He asked why our voices sound different when 
we hear them on a tape recorder. This seems very small, 
but it's very encouraging to me as this child is not in 
the least stimulated or motivated by the regular 
curriculum. 
Mon., Oct. 26. 1992 
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Today was a touching day for me. I've reverted to a 
very standard, highly structured curriculum because of 
the transfer of my class and, most recently, because of a 
severe discipline problem. Today, one of my students who 
grinds to a halt with the standard curriculum, but lights 
up with the other kind, asked me, "Are we ever going to 
have experiments again ... ?" Perhaps this will help me to 
get back on track with my project. 
Tues., Nov. 3, 1992 
I'm quite excited about getting back into the 
science projects. Last night the students had a homework 
activity investigating water's expansion at freezing, and 
the ramifications of that on weathering. Today, I'm 
planning a demonstration on rust--its effect on oxygen in 
the air and on steel wool. 
Wed., Nov. 4, 1992 
The homework investigation involving observing ice's 
expansion at freezing went well. Here's a good lesson: 
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when classroom problems/pressures work against classroom 
activities, try to work them into a homework assignment. 
Again, a very positive result from beginning the science 
activities: my student that is virtually uninvolved in 
regular class work is beginning to raise his hand and ask 
questions again. These signs of life are very 
refreshing. 
Tues., Nov. 10, 1992 
Last week we distilled some clear water from salty 
water. Last night I gave the homework assignment, "Why 
is the ocean salty?" I gave the students two clues: 1) 
the results of the distillation experiment and its 
relationship to the rain cycle, and 2) the fact that 
sediment and river water contains a small amount of 
dilute salt from the soil. It should be interesting to 
see if any of the students get the answer. 
Thurs., Nov. 12, 1992 
Interestingly enough, I don't think any of the kids 
actually got the point I was trying to make with the "Why 
is the ocean salty?" activity. They understood that salt 
came from the land but none of the kids were really able 
to make the connection with the distillation activity I 
did and how that related to the question. Here's an 
example of one of the students' explanations (as the 
student expressed) of why the ocean is salty: 
Anne K. 
Science 
Nov. 9, 1992 
How the ocean got its salt. First the rain has a 
little bit of salt in it. Sediment has salt in it 
and when high tides the salt flow into the ocean. 
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As it conienes the salt adds up and it becomes salt 
water. It took a lot of time to have a ocean of 
salt. It took about twenty years or more for every 
ocean in the world to have salt. In the futer the 
salt water will be even salter. It will add up 
every year. In a year we proble get over a pound or 
five pounds. That just about covers in all about 
how we have salt water. 
11/12/92 
Randy: "Why do clouds get so dark before it starts 
to rain?" 
Keith: "I put hot water in a squirt gun (super 
soaker) and squirted it on a cold snowy day, and I 
could see the vapor." 
Chuck: "What is the root word of precipitation?" 
These were some of the comments made after the rain 
cycle demonstration: boiling water, condensed on bottom 
of cold pan, precipitation drops falloff. These kinds 
of comments made me feel like I'm really teaching 
something. 
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Sometimes the students ask, "Are we going to have an 
experiment today?" The demonstrations do spark their 
interest. 
Mon., Nov. 16, 1992 
Was able to get the laser disc player and do some 
Windows on Science interactive type lessons today and 
Friday. I sure enjoy them, and it does elicit a lot of 
questions and comments from the students. We just 
finished a lesson on dinosaurs today. That is a high 
interest area for students. 
Tues., Nov. 17, 1992 
Did a solid/liquid/gas demonstration today. Seltzer 
tablet, ground up, in balloon over bottle. Balloon's 
expansion demonstrated change of state--creation of a 
gas. The students were excited about it, were able to 
deduce what I had done. 
Began an activity on decomposition: 3 apple cores 
to be placed in freezer, refrigerator, and classroom, to 
observe decomposition rates. Ideas and concepts on 
composting, bacteria, and waste management will be 
developed. 
Got to do a Windows on Science lesson with the class 
today. It went very well. We have been studying 
volcanoes, plate tectonics, etc. The lesson described 
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the plate theory. I was encouraged and energized by the 
amount of discussion it stimulated. One girl asked, "Why 
did the scientists believe that the continents were once 
all together?" She seemed satisfied as the lesson 
explained the evidence geologists have found to support 
this theory. Another student asked, "What caused the 
plates to separate?" A good question--I couldn't answer 
it, but I hope I'll run across an explanation. I usually 
have a break time at 11:30 which the students look 
forward to eagerly. The lesson and discussion lasted 
until 11:50, and it could have lasted longer--the kids 
had a passel of interesting questions to ask! 
Tues., Nov. 24, 1992 
Yesterday, Anne brought in her pint milk carton with 
an egg packed in it for our "egg drop" experiment. The 
students are to receive 100 points if their carton could 
be dropped from 2 feet without the eggs being cracked, 10 
extra points for each additional 6 inches in height. 
Wow, did Anne's container do well! I kept raising the 
height until I was standing on my desk and dropping it 
from the height of the ceiling. The egg still didn't 
crack! I'm going to take the egg and container out onto 
the playground today and throw the carton up into the air 
and let it drop on the concrete basketball court. Maybe 
I'll get it to crack! The children were very excited 
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about how high the carton was going. I hope it will 
stimulate them to get involved in the project, as the due 
date is Dec. 3. Today, Lucinda brought in her carton, 
and it looks like another engineering success (she got 
help from her Dad). I'll test hers today. I'm finally 
getting back on track introducing more science into the 
reading lessons. I'm having articles from Ranger Rick 
run off for classroom use. I sure hope I can do more in 
this area as it is a wide open area--many opportunities 
to bring science into the reading part of the day. For 
example: the listening center could be used more. The 
kids love to but the headphones on, and the literature 
available from the library can really augment a 
reading/science program. I've checked out some materials 
on earth science, hopefully I'll get them going soon. 
Wed., Dec. 2, 1992 
Yesterday, Jill and Mimi brought in their egg 
keepers. They designed theirs on their own, which was 
really encouraging to me. I don't mind parent 
involvement, but I really wanted to see the kids get 
excited about design. 
Mon., Dec. 7, 1992 
Friday was a fun day because of the egg drop 
activity. The bulk of the students brought in their egg 
containers and with some ingenious design. One child's 
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egg carton dropped successfully without breakage from 2', 
8', 15', 20', 25', and 30'! I could not throw it high 
enough for the egg to break. Now that I think of it, we 
should have graphed the different heights for the various 
students--that would have been an excellent idea: 
perhaps I can still implement that one. 
We've finally gotten a little garden going! I'm 
going to try to get a little more planted today. We have 
some radishes up. I hope they'll do well, I'm to teach 
Cali how to fertilize today (she comes in early). We've 
been saving the fruit rinds, cores, peels, etc. from 
"fruit break" for composting. We'll bury the fruit as a 
direct compost as we go along with the garden. 
Today I demonstrated the 3 different apple cores 
that we set aside about 2-3 weeks ago (20 days to be 
exact). The ones in the freezer and fridge had hardly 
changed, the one in the classroom did (finally) begin to 
mold and break down. (I think irradiation of fruit has 
begun, this apple took a long time to start to get some 
mold going.) I wanted the kids to see some of the 
benefits of composting and the conditions under which it 
occurs. We talked about bacteria and how it breaks 
things down. Chuck K. asked why he wasn't being 
composted right now. I thought it was a good question. 
I tried to explain the process to him. It's really 
heartening to see his hand go up and involve himself in 
our discussions as he is virtually uninvolved in any 
standard type teaching I do. 
Tues., Dec. 8, 1992 
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Today, instead of starting with math, we read an 
article on puffins (from Ranger Rick). I really enjoy 
this kind of thing. The stories in the reading book are 
fine but often do not really cover an issue. Many are 
chapters from a book, which is fine if you have access to 
the whole book. The article did stimulate some 
interesting comments. We talked about "endangered" and 
"extinction" and somehow the discussion devolved into 
interesting and humorous stories from the National 
Enquirer and other such journals. I was pleased to get 
the sense that most of the students know that the ideas 
presented in those magazines are basically baloney! 
Fri., Dec. 11, 1992 
I'm very excited that we're getting our garden 
going. It probably won't do much as a winter garden as 
I've started much too late, but I'm looking forward to 
getting a good jump on a spring garden. The plot should 
be pretty well prepared and ready to go by then. If I 
jump on it right after Christmas break, we can start 
sprouting in the classroom and have a lot of nice plants 
to set out by early spring. 
A couple of my girls have brought in some reading 
materials from home on composting. Maybe some of these 
ideas will really catch on with them. 
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Yesterday, we read an article on sharks from Ranger 
Rick. This is high interest stuff for them. The end of 
the article had a bit on how sharks mate. Amidst all the 
giggles and my worrying about if I'm going to get into 
hot water for this, it has really made me wish that sex 
education could be taught in a way that would remove such 
silliness. If kids were started with plants and if basic 
terminology of egg and sperm etc. were used to describe 
the process, perhaps they wouldn't get so giddy when they 
got to the animal and human realms. 
We graphed the results of the negg dropn activity 
today. A little integration of math and science. I had 
the kids make their own graphs with large 12 n x IBn 
paper. It was a real challenge for many of them, but 
they needed to be challenged with more resistance than 
the typical lesson. Some of the graphs came out looking 
really good. On the whole, most of the kids got the 
concept of graphing pretty well. 
[At this point in the journal I had a lapse. I was 
devoting a lot of time to a move we're making from our 
house in Jacksonville to a nfixer uppern in Georgia. 
However, the kids came to the rescue. I had read a book 
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by Carl Rogers Freedom to Learn , and I decided to 
implement some of the concepts with the children. We 
started a weekly program of "special projects" where the 
students would choose a subject (mostly science, but some 
social studies, too) and have the freedom to work in 
small groups on the research and preparation of their 
projects. They were sent to the library in small groups, 
and they were given class time to work on their projects. 
I gave the students an option: They could do a 
special project, or they could do the standard language 
arts assignments. 
The students really began to get into the projects. 
At first I let only the students I knew I could trust 
with such freedom do the projects. Later, I opened the 
projects to everyone. 
This was a great help to me at this time of the 
year. The students had gained the responsibility and 
self-control to handle this kind of assignment. It is a 
great way to integrate science and language arts. I gave 
the students some freedom as to choice of presentation, 
and they did come up with some interesting ideas. At 
first, the projects were presented in typical written 
report style. Then some projects began to appear on 
poster board. It was a great breakthrough to see some 
three dimensional projects finally emerge in the form of 
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a beaver dam and dinosaurs. A couple of students even 
brought in some video presentations. One girl did a 
great video presentation on her brother's pet snake which 
even included a feeding. 
These projects really took a burden off of me, and 
it really was a delight to see how the students handled 
their "freedom to learn" and took the ball and ran with 
it. 
Also at this time I decided to do a nutritional 
activity with the students that I had done before at 
another school. I brought two young rats (they should 
have been twins for scientific purposes), and we began a 
unit on nutrition with the rats as subjects of an 
experiment. One rat was to receive no milk for the first 
three weeks, while the other received milk for the entire 
4 week test. Both rats started with the fruit and 
vegetable food group the first week, then we added grains 
the second, and meats and proteins the third, and for the 
fourth week both rats received all four food groups. We 
weighed the rats daily and measured their tails. We 
charted their development, and we tried to analyze the 
variations in growth between the two rats. This is a 
good activity as a lot of math and science are used] . 
March 9, 1993 
Today we're going to plant our potato we sprouted in 
a drawer. I cut out as many of the "eyes" as I could, 
and we planted them. I sure hope the weather will 
improve as the garden has been struggling. 
Chuck K.'s sweet potato has put down a bunch of 
roots and has begun to put out some purple sprouts. 
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The rat activity seems to be a good learning 
experience for the students. They are learning how to 
find mass, and they're using metric measurements. We've 
been graphing their body weights and tail lengths. The 
"no milk" rat, "Mighty Mouse", has had some real 
fluctuation in its weight, up and down. I'm not sure of 
the cause of this. The "gets milk" rat, "Mickey Mouse", 
has shown a pretty steady weight gain. Their tail 
lengths have remained the same since the beginning of the 
activity. 
March 26, 1993 
Wow, some nice projects from the students! Burt has 
shown some great graphic work. Last week's "Submarines & 
Warships" project was sharp and detailed, but this week's 
"The Octopus" outdid even that. The output from the 
students has been really gratifying. Some interesting 
things I've learned: The human skeleton has 300 bones at 
birth, 206 as an adult. Some whales have 2 blow holes. 
Some dolphins have "snaggle teeth" (I guess an overbite) . 
March 30, 1993 
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Harvested turnips and radishes today. It was fun. 
The kids were very excited--I was too, as I didn't feel 
we'd get too much from the garden, but I was surprised at 
how much we did harvest. The weather has been so bad I 
didn't expect the garden to do so well. It was a first-
time experience for many students, eating turnips! Most 
said they liked them, but one girl said they made her 
sick. 
April 28, 1993 
Made a pump with Allen at lunch--soaked him down. 
Then we demonstrated a siphon to the class. (They 
discussed uses of siphons--cleaning fish tanks, etc.) 
Then I demonstrated the pump to the class. They all 
wanted to get wet! 
April 29, 1993 
Robert brought in his praying mantis today. We 
discussed exoskeletons. One girl asked why we don't shed 
our skins like an insect. 
Fri., April 30, 1993 
Today I demonstrated the Bernoulli principle with 
ping pong ball and funnel, straw and water. It's fun to 
spray the kids with water. We had a pretty good 
discussion on flight. 
May 12, 1993 
Did a little more Bernoulli with balloons suspended. 
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Kids made predictions. Started a neat interdisciplinary 
with plants last week. Found 2 real good books in the 
library: Seeds and Seedlings by Terry Jennings, and 
Plant Ecology by Jennifer Cochrane. Great graphics and 
excellent material for fourth graders. We did listening 
activities--I read to class, note taking, and then a 
quiz--open note. I used the quiz as a reinforcer--if the 
students are willing to listen and take good notes the 
quiz is a breeze. This has been a fun activity to do. 
This is coordinating well with our garden. 
May 14, 1993 
Some good feedback: Some of the kids have mentioned 
their seeds have sprouted at home. Debbie brought in her 
turtle today. She did her report with Selinda on turtles 
this week. 
Yesterdqy we did a volume and density activity: ice 
cubes floating in water and alcohol. It stimulated a lot 
of discussion, and the kids began to isolate variables 
very well. Some good ideas on why the cube sank in one 
but floated in the other: water was different 
temperatures, one water glass had salt stirred in. Kelly 
suggested we freeze an alcohol cube. We'll test that one 
in water and alcohol later. One of my boys just informed 
me that alcohol won't freeze--we'll find out. 
Wed., May 19, 1993 
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Monday, Haley L. brought in her report on "Oscars" 
(fish). A high quality written report with a video that 
she produced at home. This is the first video that 
someone has brought in of original production. 
Transplanted marigolds today--Erik's squash and 
radishes are sprouting. 
Did more Bernoulli principle with speed and force of 
air. Blowing between paper and making a wing. I did a 
little sound activity with a bottle and more water--
higher pitch, finally the Bernoulli with spray. 
May 25, 1993 
Last week Haley L. brought in another video that she 
made. It was of her brother's python. She showed a 
feeding. 
Did Cartesian Diver today--successful. 
May 26, 1993 
Good discussion on animals today--Jeannine brought 
her tape on her duck. 
June 2, 1993 
Did physics activities at lunch with Randy and 
Allen. Randy and Allen demonstrated inertia, centrifugal 
force and center of gravity to the class with several 
activities. We did "Whirling Water" and related it to 
the earth spinning around the sun. 
June 9, 1993 
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On the last few days of school I tried to cram in 
some of the activities that I had planned to do with the 
kids but just didn't get to. We did some inertia 
(coin/card and cup), some more air pressure (breaking a 
yardstick covered with newspaper), more air pressure 
(trying to pull food storage bag out of a cup). I even 
got to make a model of the lungs and diaphragm with about 
half the class (the other half were receiving awards) . 
Yesterday, I asked the students to think about the 
way I had taught science this year. I asked them to 
compare it with my description of the typical method of 
teaching science (i.e. reading from the textbook, quizzes 
and test based on textbook readings). We brainstormed 
the activities we had done this year. I was overjoyed at 
how much the children remembered. They remembered 
activities from the beginning of the year, many of which 
I had forgotten. They wrote about their experiences with 
my teaching of science. [The concluding entry of the 
journal is found in the "Discussion" portion of this 
thesis] . 
Students Reactions to an Integrated Approach 
Following are the students' evaluations of the integrated 
curriculum. These statements are quoted directly from the 
students' responses: 
Larry H. 
I liked the way we did the activities and the garden. 
I liked it because we did fun activities and the 
garden and I think we learn more that way. The fun 
things I liked are: The lung diaphragram, the rats, 
Treehill, Space camp, and siphon. 
Randy P. 
The way Mr. Krupp teaches science is much better it 
also teaches you more. Its fun interesting and it 
also lets you have fun. I like the experement that we 
did called the egg drop. The original way is boring 
and you don't learn as much. Its not interesting and 
not very likable. 
Terry 
I liked the way Mr. Krupp taught Science. I enjoyed 
all the projects and experiments. Thanks for being my 
teacher. 
June 4, 1993 
The way I like science I like science a lot it was the 
funest thing. I like it so much I will right a lot. 
The way you taugh the class it's fun. You let us do 
posters and a hole lot of fun stuf. I'm glad your my 
teacher: see ya! 
Don't think I would let you go yet did ya! got ya! 
Jerry 
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Dear Mr. Krupp, 
I liked it when We went to Space camp. the Garden and 
the wave Machine. 
I had a lot of fun in this class thanks a lot. 
4 Grade Lucinda L. 
Dear Mr. Krupp 
In science I like when you taught how to grow a 
garden, and how twin rats grow and when we did all 
kinds of projects. 
Keith B. 
I like the way Mr. Krupp did experiments with us. I 
really liked the garden. My favorite was the Egg 
drop. I liked the rats because I let Mr. Krupp use my 
aquarium. The Bernoulli principle was very neat. 
This way of learning Science gave me an A in Science 
all year. Most of the stuff a was familiar, but I 
liked it the best. Now I want to be a Scientist. Mr. 
Krupp know's how to teach Science. 
Lucy J. 
Science my favorite subject 
Science is my best subject and has been for a while. 
But Mr. Krupp taught me a different way. He di~a lot 
of projects such as making a garden, wave machine. We 
made a Cartesian diver. We made a pennydome. My 
favorite project was Space Camp. it's so cool! I 
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want to be a Pedeatrition for children or a vet Mr. 
Krupp taught me about Animals & people. I'll tell you 
about some projects. 
go up and down 
Cartesian Diver 
You'll need: 
2 liter bottle 
1 eye droper 
1 fill container with water 
2 place eyedroper in water 




I like the Cartesian Diver Because it was neat the 
kind of eye dropper and floats. 
And I like the egg dropper where Stephen didn't never 
crack. He made his very soft. I wonder how a egg 
couldn't crack with the soft cotton. 
I learned more with the pictures on a film strip, and 
I learned out of the book by reading the book. 
Brooke K. 
I liked the rat experiments because you let us play 
with them and see what their reactions were. And see 
how they felt about stuff and weigh them and measure 
their tail. 
I thinked the experiments are the best way to learn 
their fun and they make me want to learn. And it 
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makes it easier to learn and it's better because we 
don't have to write and we just expressed what we 
thought whas true and what was untrue. 
Debbie v. 
Ways you Teach and Learn Science 
I like when Mr. Krupp did prodjects. because there 
fun and you learn more, because it's fun so you learn 
more. I think lots of prodjects were cool like the 
Bernoulli principile, and when Stephen cut a piece of 
paper and he stepped throug it. 
On the outher hand you have the book. It's OK but 
sometimes I don't like to do the questions, but you 




Dear Mr. Krupp 
What helped me learn better was when you read and 
it was very fun when we did the wave machine. And 
when we had extra time we would water the garden. It 
was really fun when we fed the rats mickey and mighty 
and it really helped me when we did all them rest. 
Thank You 
I HAD a Good year with you 
Sherry 
I like science because it is exploring. I like 
especially the paper in the bottle. We planted a 
garden to explore science. We worked on projects 
every week. Mr. Krupp tought us very well. 
June 8, 1993 Sheila G. 
I like the way we planted a garden. & the we way we 
watched movies & film strips. I liked it we went to 




I like the way Mr. Krupp does it He does it fun but 













Those are the things I like about Mr. Krupp 
good by FAllen J. 
Precilla J. 
Way to Do Science 
I like the expearments, yardsticks, garden, rats, 
egg drop, Bernoulli, the pump, frog, wave michine, 
Cartesian diver, siphon, inertia, ice density, and 
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domed penny, rocket power. 
Name: Cathy Winston 
The two different ways of learning science are reading 
the book and having a test once a week and the other 
way is to do projects and expirements in class and at 
home. I like to do projects at home. The funner and 
you don't have to have the same boring test every 
week. 
Burt s. 
I learned more about science the way you taught me. 
We have a garden and got to eat the vegetables from 
it. I like the way we had projects and the way you 
tought us about the Bernoulli principal. 
Bert 




















paper in a bottle 
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Cali M. 
I liked the way you taught us. It was fun; too. I 
liked the garden espesally. I liked space campi too. 
Some people didnot like all the things we did in the 
class room like the egg drop. 










more other things to 
Before we went to space camp I wondid to be a cop but 
now I won't to be an Asuernot. 
The End 
Dear Mr. Krupp, 
My favorit part of learining science was doing 
the projects. 
I also liked the egg drop, working with the rats, 
and doing Tree Hill. 
I really injoyed doing all the work we done. 
Most of all I liked working on the garden, and 
you teaching us 
Chuck K. 
Always your student, 
Haley L. 
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I Learn Better from experiments, filmstrips, T,V, and 
oral science. 
Jill G. 
I liked the way we did the expearments better 
that the reading the books & doing the question. The 
way we did it was more fun & interesting an I think I 
learned more. 
r liked when we did the expearments on the rats, 
(Might Mouse & Mickey Mouse.) r liked it because we 
got to weigh & measure them. We also got to feed 
them. 
I also liked the Egg Drop. I liked it because we 
got to but an egg in a milk carton & drop it without 
breaking it. 
Here are some of the things we did Tree Hill, 
digeston poster, vinegar & baking soda, Bernoulli, the 
pump, Space Camp, frogs, gravity, ice & density, 
inertia, air pressure & flight, egg drop, yardstick, 
garden, lung diaphraghm, rats, wave machine, Cartesian 
diver, centrifugal force, siphon, arrow, water tension 
on the penny, domed penny, paper in a bottle. 
6/8/93 
I liked the way you did it. When he does things 
like the eggdrop Cartesian diver, Wave machine, and 
arrow. I did want to be a Model but ins ted I am going 
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I liked the way Mr. Krupp teaches Science better 
that the books' way. Instead of having to grind away 
at a boring Science book, we got to try new things. 
Instead of Mr. Krupp driving us crazy with tests and 
quizzes, he let us try all kinds of different 
experiments. It was a lot more fun Mr. Krupp's way of 
teaching science. 
My favorite experiment was the Carteseian Diver. 
I never knew that by squeezing a bottle, you could 
make an eyedropper sink. 
Anonymous 
I like the way Mr. Krupp teaches science it's much 
much more fun plus I learn more. Cause when your just 
reading a book it's not fun it's boring. But when we 
do the experement's it shown us how thing work. For 
example whe we tried to put thing together to make the 
light bulb work. Thing's like this make Mr Krupp one 
of my favorite teachers. I wish all the teacher's 
were as nice as Mr. Krupp. I really had fun in 
science I think that when we had the experment's they 
raised my grade in science because I got an A. Mr 
Krupp had made Science one of my favoirte subjects. I 
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also liked having the rat's in out class room. It was 
fun expermenting with the mice. I also liked having a 
garden. I love the way Mr. Krupp teaches Science with 
the air preasure and the movies and stuff like that. 
I like the cartesian divier works. I think that you 
help us understand things that we didn't before. 
Ceilia M. 
I liked the way you showed us things like the 
wave machine, egg drop, and cartesian diver. I like 
the way you teach science. I am going to be a Teacher 
just like you but a girl. 
Analysis of the Journal 
By I am headen to 
Fifth grade see ya! 
your best student 
Ceilia M. 
Using the teacher's journal, a breakdown of positive and 
negative comments concerning the affective and cognitive 
domains is shown in Table 4.1. 
Using the student evaluations, a breakdown of students' 
positive and negative cognitive and affective reactions to 
both the integrated and standard teaching methods is shown 
in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.1 
Teacher's Positive and Negative Affective and 
Cognitive Reactions to the Integrated Curriculum 
Teacher's Positive Affective Comments 
("It really makes teaching fun .... " 
"This was very encouraging to me." 
"I think the students enjoyed .... ") 
Teacher's Negative Affective Comments 
Teacher's Positive Cognitive Comments 
("These critical thinking questions 
are what makes teaching worthwhile." 
"She also brought up some ... questions ... 
indicating some active thought .... ") 
Teacher's Negative Cognitive Comments 
("I have not been able to coordinate 
all of my activities .... " " ... 1 don't 
think any of the kids actually got 







Students' Positive and Negative Affective and 
Cognitive Reactions to the Integrated and 
Standard Curriculum* 
The Integrated Science Curriculum 
Students' Positive Affective Comments 
("I liked the way we did the 
activities .... " "I like the 
experiment that we did .... ") 
students' Negative Affective Comments 
("Some people did not like all the 
things we did in class .... ") 
Students' Positive Cognitive Comments 
("I think we learn more that way." 
"What helped me learn better was 
when .... ") 
Students' Negative Cognitive Comments 
The Standard Science Curriculum 
Students' Positive Affective Comments 
Students' Negative Affective Comments 
("Sometimes I don't like to do the 
questions .... " " ... the same boring 
test every week." 
Students' Positive Cognitive Comments 
(" ... you learn neat stuff like what 
your skin looks like close up.") 
Students' Negative Cognitive Comments 
(II ••• gr ind away at a boring science 
book .... " " ... driving us crazy with 
tests and quizzes .... ") 











One of the striking aspects of the journal and student 
reactions was the affective impact of the integrated 
curriculum. Simpson (1978) found that "Data from 17 
countries in six different subject areas suggested that 
'attitudes' correlated higher with achievement in science 
than with achievement in any other area." In turn, a 
corollary statement may be made that when teachers are 
excited and feel good about instruction, their achievement 
levels rise. Some of the student comments linked the 
affective domain to cognitive achievement: "I liked it 
because we did fun activities and the garden and I think we 
learn more that way." "I thinked the experiments are the 
best way to learn their fun and they make me want to learn." 
" ... because it's fun so you learn more." "The way we did it 
was more fun and interesting an I think I learned more." 
"The original way is boring and you don't learn as much." 
" ... it's much more fun and I learn more. Cause when your 
just reading a book it's not fun it's boring. But when we 
do the experements it shown us how thing work." 
The effect that teaching the integrated curriculum had on 
the teacher was demonstrated by the following affective 
statements: "It really makes teaching fun and stimulating." 
"I was pleased with retention level .... " "This was very 
encouraging to me." "I'm quite excited about ... science 
projects." "I sure enjoy them [interactive lessons] .... " 
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"I was encouaged and energized by .... " "Friday was a fun 
day .... " "I really enjoy this kind of thing." "It was 
really a delight to see how the students handled .... " "The 
output from the students has been really gratifying." "It 
was fun." "I was overjoyed at how much the children 
remembered." Such psychological rewards could well embody 
the main reason for leading one to choose teaching as a 
career and, when present, the main reason for remaining in 
the field. This area alone presents an area with rich 
potential for research. 
One of the author's objectives with the integrated 
curriculum was to use stimulating science activities and 
demonstrations to elicit and develop oral language and 
critical thinking skills. Science seems to be especially 
suited to stimulating oral expression. Wellman (1978) 
reported on studies showing that student initiated and 
spontaneous speech during science classes exceeded spoken 
language in language arts classes by 200 percent or more. 
The journal described 16 instances of oral language 
expression elicited by the curriculum. Of these 16 
discussions 11 included students' critical thinking 
statements and questions. Following are some Qf the 
activities with the related questions/comments: 
Magazine story on animals - "How can a shark determine if 
an animal is sick or wounded?" 
Light and refraction activity - "Why does a spoon turn 
you upside down?" 
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Voyage of the Mimi television program - "If whales are 
mammals and breathe air, why do they die if they are taken 
out of water?" "If whales once lived on land and went into 
the sea, why can't they be taken from the sea and live on 
land again?" 
Discussion of water tension homework activity - Students 
related testing materials other than those prescribed in the 
activity. 
Vibration and sound demonstration - "Why do our voices 
sound different on a tape recorder?" 
Rain cycle demonstration - "Why do clouds get so dark 
before it starts to rain?" 
Interactive laser disc lesson on plate tectonics - "Why 
did the scientist believe the continents were once all 
together?" "What caused the plates to separate?" 
Decomposition activity - "Why aren't people being 
composted right now?" 
Praying mantis display - "Why don't we shed our skins 
like an insect?" 
Volume and density activity - Students isolated 
variables, hypothesized that difference of temperature, or 
addition of soluble matter in water might change density of 
the water. The students suggested an experiment: freeze 
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alcohol. 
Developmentally, these fourth-graders showed a curiosity 
of the materials covered. There was interest in the "why" 
type question that can lead to areas rich in explanation. 
The questions and oral language discussions are also 
highly linked to the teacher's positive feelings toward the 
curriculum. After discussions involving critical thinking 
questions such comments were made: "It really makes 
teaching fun and stimulating." "This was very encouraging 
to me." " ... it's very encouraging to me .... " "I was 
encouraged and energized by the amount of discussion it 
stimulated." The possibilities for research in the use of 
science for the development of oral language and critical 
thinking skills are brought to light by this aspect of the 
study. 
Although reading was emphasized through book reports, 
oral reading to the class, reading centers, and listening 
centers, only one student expressed a sentiment about this 
aspect of the curriculum: "What helped me learn better was 
whey you read [to us orally]." 
Perhaps one of the strongest implications of the 
students' reactions is the referral to hands-on type 
activities. The students referred to activities in which 
they were actively involved using manipulation and 
experimentation 23 times. The students also related their 
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"likes" to activities and experiments using the words 
"like", "liked", "likable", "fun", "enjoyed", and "favorite" 
45 times when referring to activities or experiments (one 
expression of dislike toward an activity was also 
mentioned). This compares well with Lazarowitz's (1985) 
previously described study concerning students' likes and 
dislikes about science. Certainly this points to a stage of 
development that is well served educationally with ample 
opportunities for physical exploration with the environment. 
One aspect of such hands-on activities that was touched upon 
by this study was the assignment of such an activity as 
homework. Two references to such activities in the journal 
described them as being very successful: "Even my worst 
homework students ... did this activity. This was very 
encouraging to me. Some kids even extended the 
activity .... " "The homework investigation involving 
observing ice's expansion at freezing went well." This is 
another area of rich potential as an entire science homework 
curriculum could be developed using this idea. Homework in 
general is assigned as review and practice of known 
material. The opportunity to explore and manipulate can 
offer a welcome and stimulating change of pace. 
One aspect of the journal deserves note as a commentary 
on learning styles for students. The journal describes one 
student who is brought into discussions by the integrated 
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curricula. In the journal he is mentioned as taking part in 
discussions seven times, and in an individually initiated 
activity once. Science was the only avenue to learning this 
school year for this student. Of the eight times he was 
mentioned in the journal, the teacher described his absence 
of other curricular participation six times. Although other 
school services were pursued in an attempt to help this 
student, the aspect of different learning styles certainly 
presented itself in this case. 
The integrated curricula clearly provided enjoyment in 
learning for both teacher and students. Student and teacher 
impressions of cognitive achievement using this method were 
also positive. From a qualitative standpoint, the 
integrated science curriculum showed merit as a method that 




Chapter Five will discuss areas for further research and 
limitations of the study. An overall evaluation of the 
general objectives is given. 
Researchers have described the need for reform in science 
education. The problems of too little time available for 
preparation of hands-on activities, too few materials for 
such activities, and too little time given to science in 
general have been discussed. Similarly, the potential 
tedium involved in a process approach to language arts has 
been addressed. This study presented an integration of the 
two subject areas in an attempt to expand and deepen science 
understanding, and give background knowledge and real-life 
vitality to the language arts curricula. 
It can be noted that experimenter bias may have played a 
large role in eliciting positive reactions from the 
students. The teacher holds a high interest in science and 
enjoys the whole language approach to language arts. (The 
teacher also has observed a colleague use a process approach 
to language arts with enthusiastic results from the 
students. The colleague, a r@ading specialist who typically 
presented a half-hour lesson every two weeks, was 
enthusiastic and animated in her presentation and engaged 
the students affectively. The students eagerly looked 
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forward to her presentations and did not like the lessons to 
come to an end.) As teachers expand the repertoire of 
teaching skills, styles, and activities in areas of personal 
interest it follows that the logical objectives of a given 
activity would also benefit from the enthusiastic bias of 
the presenter. 
Although science activities were geared for a teacher's 
budget and access to materials and available media resources 
were utilized, it is the author's opinion that most 
elementary teachers would not attempt the entire 
implementation of this curriculum because of the effort 
involved in preparation. The concept of integration is, 
however, easily implemented. A teacher can use a science 
book on animals for oral reading time, listening or reading 
centers can include books on social studies, science, and 
math. Although hands-on activities can involve a great 
deal of preparation time if the entire class is involved, a 
teacher demonstration of the same activity can be utilized, 
and students can be encouraged to try the activity at home. 
Although teachers generally would not implement curricular 
change as vast as the one described here, it would be 
reasonable to expect teachers to implement th~curricular 
concepts gradually, adding activities that integrate subject 
areas as they grow professionally. 
As a fitting aspect of this discussion, here is presented 
the last teacher's journal entry written during the summer 
after this study took place: 
Friday, July 9, 1993 
As I sit in my bedroom, rested and relaxed from a 
summer break, I feel I have a better perspective of 
the year. 
There were some successes, some high points that 
I really feel good about. I remember how several 
students brought in pineapple tops to sprout after I 
showed them how it could be done (one student brought 
in a whole pineapple which, of course, we had to eat 
before we could sprout the top). I remember the 
excitement we shared when after being transferred as a 
class to another school, we came back to visit our old 
school and saw the pineapple plants thriving in what 
was to be our garden. 
I remember how we started a nice avocado tree and 
how it got bit by a late frost in our second garden at 
our school we were transferred to. 
One of the things that struck me especially was 
the way the kids remembered some of the activities we 
had dGne way back at the beginning of the year. It 
made me take heart and think, "Keep on doing those 
activities, they take time and effort, but they really 
do leave an impression on the kids." 
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I wish I had done more of my planned activities 
with the kids. Integrating science and language arts 
isn't necessarily difficult or complex. One of my 
highlights of the year was reading Humphrey the 
Humpback Whale to the students and then doing a little 
listening activity quiz with them after the reading. 
I could tell the kids enjoyed it, and how much more 
refreshing that is than the typical worksheet. 
I think the biggest lesson I learned was one of 
encouragement to grow steadily as a teacher; 
implementing the curriculum I idealized did not occur 
in a year. However, I did make headway. I tried new 
activities and ideas. I learned that a vital 
curriculum is not developed overnight, or even in a 
year, but that it definitely can be developed over 
time if a teacher is willing to keep growing and 
adding new methods to his or her repertoire of skills. 
One of the primary objectives of this study was to 
elevate science from a filler activity, taught when time 
permits, to an expanded time within the language arts 
curriculum. The author felt that the integrated curriculum 
well achieved this objective. The language arts curriculum 
is well enriched by the presence of science trade books and 
magazines. The oral language expression opportunities are 
brought out by the demonstration of science activities and 
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through the high interest articles and books that can be 
read with and to the class. Another objective was to make 
lessons bear practical and personal application on the 
students' lives. Science is especially well suited for 
this. The students were especially excited about the 
opportunity to have animals in the classroom. Their 
experiment with the rats gave them first hand, observable 
experiences with nutrition. The garden was another example 
of bringing a real-life activity to the students. The 
relationship with a school activity leading to something to 
eat is especially suited toward the above objective. 
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An area that did not achieve success was the written 
expression homework assignments. The author had hoped for a 
weekly assignment that would lead students to apply and 
present critical thinking skills in written form. The 
author did not push this activity with the students giving 
them the explanation and direction needed to develop these 
skills. These homework assignments were designed to answer 
"why" questions with data and information that had been 
demonstrated in class. For example, one of the written 
assignments was to write a paragraph explaining why Indians 
used to put their heads down on a train track to determine 
if a train was corning. Sound activities during the class 
day would give the students the background knowledge 
necessary to analyze and answer the question. Such 
activities would probably be productive for the students 
given that additional help that a teacher can supply. 
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The study was limited in certain respects. The 
researcher was the teacher of class studied. The research 
design did not include a control group to provide comparison 
with the experimental group. Early in the school year the 
researcher and the study group were given a change of 
assignment to a different school building (the initial 
facility was experiencing overcrowding) . 
In conclusion, the writer feels the integrated method has 
merit. Teachers need to make education have real-life, 
practical applications to their students. Science is going 
to come to the fore as one of our most important subjects as 
we begin to face critical environmental issues such as 
resource depletion and pollution. We can begin to have a 
positive impact on our future if we begin now to prepare a 
generation that will be able to care for, sustain, and 
manage our planet in a responsible way. 
The research also brings to light areas for further 
research. Follow up research on students who have 
experienced an enthusiastic response to science with such an 
approac~ to determine the long-term effect is one such area. 
Since this was a qualitative study, a quantitative study to 
determine the effects of an integrated approach on 
measurable development in language arts and science is 
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another area where research could be pursued. 
A specific next-step research project would be an 
analysis of the CTBS scores in reading and science for those 
students involved in the study. Another study could 
evaluate students' attitudes toward science one, two, or 
more years following the study. 
Future qualitative studies of integrated curricula might 
include the use of student journals, having an external 
reviewer analyze the journals, and having an observer look 
at the class at different times of the year and record 
observations. Quantitative studies would have more that one 
teacher use the approach. Other studies could include 
integrations of other subject areas with science and 
language arts. Math is an obvious choice, but art, with its 
emphasis on manipulatives, is an area that could be well 
integrated with science and language arts. 
Life offers us a blending and integration of all the 
subject areas. Learning can reflect this. 
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Following are science trade books available for use in 
the development of language rich and integrated curricula. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE BASAL TEXTS 
Science: Journeys in Science, Macmillan, McGraw, Hill, 
1988. 
Language Arts: Silver Burdett English, Silver Burdett, 
1985. 





1. What is your favorite subject in school? 
2. What is your second favorite? 
3. Which Subject do you like the least? 
4. Which subject would you like for the teacher to spend 
more time with? 
5. Which way would you rather learn science: 
A. Read the text and then answer the questions. 
B. Student activities, teacher demonstrations, library 
books, filmstrips, and videos. 








First Nine Weeks Quarter 
Introduce children to the class garden. 
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Monday - Teacher demonstration: how to start a 
pineapple plant from the top of a pineapple. 
Tuesday - Class activity: begin planting seeds 
in the garden. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: how to start 
an avocado tree from a seed. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: introduce a 
unit on light with "The Bent Pencil" activity 
(Eggen & Main, p. 220). 
Tuesday - Class activity: "The Rising Coin" 
(Eggen & Main, p. 216). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: a light 
study box with prism and flashlight. 
Thursday - Homework: change an arrow's 
direction (Eggen & Main, p. 223). 
Friday - Class discussion on the results of the 
homework activity. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: display the 
color spectrum using a projector and prism. 
Tuesday - Class activity: make a lens from a 




Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: pour light 
(Tolman & Morton, p. 97). 
Thursday - Homework: what conditions are 
necessary to see rainbows? Make a rainbow 
using a garden hose. 
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Friday - Discuss homework activity. 
Monday - Introduce unit on water tension. 
Teacher demonstration: pour water at angles 
down two strings, one wet, one dry. 
Tuesday - Class activity: "Domed Pennies," see 
how many drops of water one can get on a penny 
(Eggen & Main, pp. 181-182). Work in small 
groups. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: Sticky Water 
(Eggen & Main, p. 183). 
Thursday - Homework: do "Racing Pepper" 
activity (Eggen & Main, p. 198) answer 
question: Why do we use soap in water to clean 
clothes, etc.? 
Friday - Discuss homework activity. 
Marine mammals unit; use audio visual materials 
from the library to present a unit on marine 
mammals (correlates with Voyage of the ~mi 
series) . 
Monday - Introduce a unit on sound with a 
Week 8: 
Week 9: 
teacher demonstration of sound vibrations 
(Eggen & Main, pp. 198-199). 
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Tuesday - Class activity: make a reed (Eggen & 
Main, p. 200). 
Wednesday - Ticking watch and yardstick (Eggen 
& Main, p. 201). 
Thursday - Homework: the sounds of a spoon in 
water (Eggen & Main, p. 202). 
Friday - Discuss homework activity. 
Monday- Teacher demonstration: sound and pitch 
(Eggen & Main, p. 207); use a bottle with 
various levels of water to show various 
pitches. 
Tuesday - Class activity: listen to one's heart 
beat with a funnel stethoscope. 
Wednesday - Interlude from sound unit; class 
activity: build a tower using straws and pins, 
test towers for strength in front of a fan. 
Thursday - Homework: Why do tall buildings sway 
in the wind? 
Friday - Discuss homework and the week's 
activities. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: a bell jar 
(Tolan & Morton, p. 126). 
Tuesday - Class activity: "How Does Sound 
Week 1: 
Week 2: 
Travel?" using hangers and string (Tolman & 
Morton, p. 121). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: making a 
simple phonograph (Tolman & Morton, pp. 130-
131) . 
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Thursday - Homework: Why do Indians put their 
ears to a railroad track to find out if a train 
is coming? 
Friday - Discuss homework assignment. 
Second Nine Weeks Quarter 
Monday - Introduce a unit on the rain cycle. 
Teacher demonstration: condensation of water on 
a glass of ice water. 
Tuesday - Class activity: distilling water from 
the ground using a hole in the garden, black 
plastic, a rock, and a cup. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: distilling 
colored, salty water using heat. 
Thursday - Homework: write a paragraph 
explaining why the ocean is salty. 
Friday - Discuss homework activity. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: the rain cycle 
using hot plate and steam condense water on 





Tuesday - Introduce a unit on composting; begin 
saving fruit rinds from "fruit break" for 
composting. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: set aside 
three pieces of fruit, one in the freezer, one 
in the refrigerator, and one in the classroom. 
Rates of decomposition will be observed with 
time. 
Thursday - Homework assignment: write a 
paragraph describing three benefits of 
composting. 
Friday - Discuss homework: read various 
paragraphsto class. 
Monday - Introduce a unit on solid, liquids, 
and gases. Teacher demonstration: make a soda 
fountain with baking soda. 
Tuesday - Class activity: observing a change of 
state with dissolving seltzer tablets (Eggen & 
Main, pp. 36-37). 
Wednesday - Observe fruit rind decomposition. 
Thursday - Homework: describe the three states 
of matter. 
Friday - Discuss homework. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: make a gas 





Tuesday - Observing Newtonian physics and 
chemistry; cork a vinegar and soda mixture in a 
bottle, set the bottle on pencils. Observe the 
movement of the cork and bottle. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: make 
spaghetti rise and fall in a liquid using 
baking soda and vinegar. 
Thursday - Homework assignment: How could you 
put out a grease fire if water will just spread 
it? 
Friday - Discuss homework. 
Monday - Introduce a unit electricity 
demonstrating static electricity with a balloon 
on students' hair. 
Tuesday - Class activity: use a comb and small 
bits of paper to observe static electricity. 
Thursday - Homework activity: making salt and 
pepper dance (Tolman & Morton, p. 221). 
Friday - Discuss homework activity. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: show magnetic 
fields with overhead, suspend a paper clip with 
a magnet. 
Tuesday - Class activity: view fields of bar 




Draw fields of 1) a bar magnet, 2) two bar 
magnets with a N/S attraction between them, and 
3) two bar magnets with a N/N or N/S repelling 
between them. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: making an 
electromagnet. Students will follow up and do 
this activity at learning centers. 
Thursday and Friday - Students will work 
independently at learning centers to complete 
Tuesday's and Wednesday's activities. (No 
homework Thursday.) 
Monday - Introduce a unit on mass, volume, and 
density using squashed cotton. 
Tuesday - Making wave machines (Eggen & Main, 
pp. 52-53). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: compare the 
density of oil and water (Eggen & Main, pp. 50-
51) . 
Thursday - Class activity: predicting densities 
of various colorful liquids (Eggen & Main, pp. 
54-55). Homework activity: In an oil spill 
-why does oil lay on top of the water? 
Friday - Discuss homework and demonstrate 
densities of ice, alcohol, and water. 





insulating eggs from breaking from a fall. 
Give design parameters for egg drop; egg must 
rest in a 16 oz. milk carton. 
Thursday.) 
(No homework 
Tuesday - Friday - Drop students' egg cartons 
from various heights to test insulating 
abilities. 
Audio visual week: bring in films, film strips, 
books, etc. on inventors. (No homework 
Thursday.) 
Third Nine Weeks Quarter 
Monday - Introduce a unit on air pressure with 
a teacher demonstration of the "ping pong ball 
and funnel" (Eggen & Main, p. 115). 
Tuesday - Class activity: use paper and wind 
force from breath to demonstrate the effect of 
wind speed on a surface (such as a wing) . 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration of air 
pressure with index card and thread spool 
(Eggen & Main, p. 117). 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: making an 
atomizer and spray ~tudents with it (Eggen & 
Main, p. 127). 
Tuesday Class activity: using air flow to 




Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: try to blow 
a candle out through a funnel. 
Thursday - Homework: making a tornado in a 
bottle (Eggen & Main, p. 125). Why do things 
go up in a tornado? 
Friday - Discuss and show homework activity. 
Monday - Introduce gravity unit with objects of 
various weights being dropped. 
Tuesday - Class activity: "Swinging Pendulums", 
test rates of swing (Eggen & Main, pp. 138-
139) . 
Thursday - Homework activity: make a prediction 
on what will happen if the weight in Tuesday's 
activity were doubled (Eggen & Main, pp. 141-
145). Test predictions. 
Friday - Discuss results of last night's 
homework. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration of winged seed 
falling. Discuss principles of flight and seed 
dispersal. 
Tuesday - Class activity: "Twirling copters!" 
(Eggen & Main, pp. 148-149). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: making a 
coin jump using air pressure. 
Thursday - Homework: "More Twirling Copters!" 
Week 5: 
Week 6: 
(Eggen & Main, pp. 151-153), testing copter 
flight. 
Friday - Discuss homework activity. 
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Monday - Teacher demonstration of rocket power 
with cork in bottle with soda and vinegar 
solution. 
Tuesday - Class activity: rocket power using 
balloons, straw, and string (Eggen & Main, pp. 
156-159) . 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: two stage 
balloon rockets using two balloons. 
Thursday - Homework: making a rocket power 
graph (Eggen & Main, p. 160). 
Friday - Display graphs. 
Monday - Introduce inertia unit: What happens 
when a car comes to a sudden stop? 
Tuesday - Class activity: ~The Nickel, the 
Card, and the Cup~ (Eggen & Main, p. 169). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: pulling 
paper from under a glass of water (Eggen & 
Main, p. 173). 
Thursday - Homework: ~Tricky Nickels~ (Eggen & 
Main, p. 171), using a nickel to displace the 
bottom nickel in a stack. 





Monday - Teacher demonstration: sock on a 
string (Eggen & Main, pp. 175-177). 
Tuesday - Class activity: skateboards, spring 
scales, and inertia. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: "Whirling 
Water" (Eggen & Main, pp. 178-179). 
Thursday - Homework: swinging bucket of water. 
Friday - Discuss weeks' activities. 
Kite project week: Students will prepare and 
build their own kites. 
Space flight week: show the For All Mankind 
disc on the Apollo missions. 
Fourth Nine Weeks Quarter 
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Monday - Teacher demonstration: the pressure of 
the atmosphere using a cup and food storage bag 
(Eggen & Main, p. 64). 
Tuesday - Class activity: the cup of water and 
the index card (Eggen & Main, pp. 67-69). 
Break a yardstick using newspaper and air 
pressure. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: plunger on 
desk; student volunteers pull it up. 
Thursday - Homework activity: do Monday's 
activity turning the cup on its side, also, use 




Friday - Discuss results of homework activity. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: the burning 
candle under a glass. 
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Tuesday - Teacher demonstration: the burning 
candle and rinsing water (Eggen & Main, p. 72). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: the rising 
water with groups of one, two, and three 
candles. 
Thursday - Homework: How does a barometer 
work? 
Friday - Discuss homework. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: a Cartesian 
diver. Students will bring in plastic two 
liter bottles. 
Tuesday - Class activity: the students will 
make their own Cartesian divers (Eggen & Main, 
p. 77). 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration of 
bathyscaphe submarine. 
Thursday - Homework: How does a submarine dive 
and rise? 
Friday - Read homework assignments. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: an expanding 




Tuesday - Class activity: the egg in a the 
bottle; can one use the same principle to get 
it out? 
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Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: making a can 
collapse using air pressure, and heat. 
Thursday - Homework activity: explain how the 
egg got in and out of the bottle in Tuesday's 
demonstration. 
Friday - Discuss homework assignment. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration: pouring water 
from test tubes with one and two holes 
stoppers. 
Tuesday - Class activity: "The Human 
Diaphragm", making a model that demonstrates 
air pressure and breathing. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration: a glass 
model of the lungs, using air pressure to fill 
a balloon (lung). 
Thursday - Homework: explain how we breathe. 
Friday - Discuss homework assignment. 
Monday - Teacher demonstration of a siphon. 
Tuesday - Teacher demonstration of a syringe. 
Wednesday - Teacher demonstration of a pump. 
Thursday - Homework: If a basement were 
flooded, how could one get the water out? 
Friday - Discuss homework activity. 




of pop-sicle sticks. The bridges will be 
tested for strength. 
Monday - Wrap up of year's events. Students 
will evaluate the curriculum. 
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